
Piano Tutorial 
by Sandy Hancock 

I want to give credit to Peg Coombes for the piano design that I saw on Pinterest and inspiration 
for the rest of the card, too. 

 

Supplies: 

 Card Stock:  Basic Black, Whisper White,  #100712 Brushed Silver c/s pg 160; 

 Ink:  #126980 Basic Black pg 156; 

 Punch: #199857 Word Window pg 183 

 Big Shot:  #113463 Top Note Bigz Die pg 193; 

 Set:#122892 Perfectly Penned pg 132; #120327 Music Notes Standard Wheel pg 114; 

 A C-Thru Ruler is very helpful. 

Directions: 

1. Using a black cartridge, roll the Music Notes across the 5 1/4"x 4" white c/s three 

times.  Personally, I like the look of the card better if the wheel is not at the very top and 

the very bottom.  I like the white space there. 

2. Mount the stamped white card onto a folded 8 1/2"x 5 1/2" piece of black c/s. 

3. Cut two black Top Note Pieces.  Cut one of them in half length wise. 

4. Punch out 11 white and 8 black Word Window Pieces. 

5. Here are the pieces that you will need to make the piano. 

6.  



7. Add the first white "key" 3/8" above the midpoint at the bottom of the top note. 

 

8.  To make sure that the first "key" is straight, lay a piece of card stock across the top 

and bottom points of the top note like this. Adjust the first white "key" if you need to. 

 

9.  Add a little removable adhesive to the bottom of the top note piece and lightly adhere 

a guide that will help you place the "keys" on evenly. Add four "keys" to the right and 

four "keys" to the left. 

    

 

 



10.  Measure 1/2" up from the bottom of the white "keys" with a C-Thru ruler to get the 

placement for the black "keys". 

 

11.  Add the first seven black keys (from left to right). Cut the eight key to 1/4" in width 

and add it to on the right hand side of the key board.  I trimmed the black "keys" down a 

little in length before I added them but I don't think that you have to. 

  

12.  Add the half piece of the Top Note to the top of the piano to cover the ends of the 

"keys" and the piano is complete. (pic on right above) 

13.   Add a saying of your choice.  I stamped Happy Birthday on a 1"x 3 1/4" piece of 

white c/s and mounted it on a Brushed Silver  that is 3 7/16" x 1 3/16".  In other words, 

they silver card stock is one tiny line less than 3 1/2'x 1 1/4" in size. 

14.  I mounted the piano onto the main card with dimensionals. 

Some of you are laughing because you can totally "EYEBALL" this whole project!  

I like things precise and am definite NOT good at eyeballing things.:) 

I hope that you enjoy making this as much as I did 

It goes together pretty quickly once you get the pieces cut out! 



 


